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by Judith Helburnfor Tale Circle Book Reviewsreviewing books by, for, and about women Help in
LATE-LIFE LOVE Late-Life Like was what I hoped for. As our friendship developed, I have ordered
the books that Amazon is wearing late-life romance and this may be the first you have had on
80's and beyond. Is it possible to you send us information regarding Amazon could print this for
us. As I near age 60 as a lifelong single (oops! Thanks to Connie Goldman for putting this
together. There's lots of us out right here, and we have been fumbling around since that is a new
experience in our lifetime. My friend and I have been authoring our time together, severe and
humorous. This Late-LIfe publication is assisting us decide the issues of courtship, relationship,
companionship, etc. Having simply viewed the movie, Youthful in mind, and having just finished
this book, I'm excited about what's ahead. Also, hope this writer continues to explore 80's and
above love. Looking foward to it! We identify with virtually all the real tales in the book. That
those in the third third of life experience zest and vitality can be an affirmation for all those who
have yet to attain that time inside our life cycle. This reserve gave me hope.Romance and sexual
relationships are important for these senior love birds....ehh. Interesting I found this book
informative and interesting. As an older female in a relationship, it had been very helpful . Thank
you. New Perspective on Old Age Connie Goldman excels as an interviewer. Late Life Love may
be the second reserve of interviews I have read by Goldman. The moment I finished it I mailed it
to him to read.Although I am not really a candidate for another romance since I am still with my
hubby of forty-eight years, I found useful tidbits within that could spice up the ole relationship.
Touching and caring for one another remain high on their set of priorities. Most of them are not
married, however they are committed. Considering the social ideals of the changing times in
which we was raised, this initially surprised me. Studies do show, nevertheless, that once we
mature, we recognize that how we experience, rather than what society demands of us, becomes
more important in old age. In my opinion, that is progress. One Star Just a compilation of older
couples and how they met in later years. Goldman includes interviews with both companions in
twenty-two interactions. The book is useful to us once we make an effort to negotiate our
method through geographic separation, needs of every of our extended families, and the
knowledge that we aren't getting youthful. I forgot to obtain married), I am looking forward to
love in later lifestyle. This is all new to us. Those that think that later years is all decline have to
switch their perspective.We am in an enchanting relationship at 80 My boyfriend, 82 and I, 80
have been around in our two-year relationship. Not really deathless prose, but a fascinating and
helpful group of personal stories of individuals like me and my honey, who have found love once
again in late life. We're 79. Each chapter is one couple's tale, each one different. We are referring
to it again. Some live jointly, some don't, plus some are separated by geography once we are.
Some marry, some know they'll not, for various reasons as effective as ours. She's a knack of
earning people comfortable and gently extracting personal information that she puts into a
satisfying, readable form from which we can learn. Although no graphic details are included,
there's every indication that there surely is life in the outdated boy [and girl]. Most couples are
heterosexual but a couple of Gay male lovers is included, and also a pair of Lesbians who have
found each other. Many thanks for it.
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